
 

 Saunders 2012 – Wasdale Head 

This weekends 34th Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon did not get off to the best of 
starts on Friday, Packing up in torrential rain with amber alert forecasts did make us 
question why we were bothering. Anyway not wanting to miss out on a trip to the very 
special Wasdale Head, we packed the camper vans and drove north to find the M6 
miraculously drying out by Lancaster. White horses on Wastwater greeted us followed by 
flying tents as campers tried to secure their Friday night abodes in gale force winds. More 
rain, beer and pasta, and a good nights sleep saw Saturday morning dawn bright and dry 
with plenty of blue sky.     

Helsby et al runners  
Jane & Jackie  - Kirkfell       Andy & Chris – Carrock  Chris & Martin - Scafell 

 

 

 

 

 

After a 20 minute walk up Mosedale to the start … 

 

 

 

 

… we headed off in search of our 7 off the beaten track checkpoints. Via Black Sail pass, 
Moses Trod traversing under Kirkfell, Great Gable, over Green Gable, Aoran Slack, Sty 
Head Tarn, Corridor Route to Lingmell Col, Black Crag to Burnmoor Tarn, Miterdale to 
Whin Rigg, Wasdale Hall, Buckbarrow and finally through the endless bog and tussocks 
to our camp at the hidden away Scalderskew Farm in Blengdale. Fright of the day was 
when Jane accidentally disturbed a young Adder. Anyway we live to tell the tale!  



 

Despite being surrounded by forest and bog, a very pleasant dry, soft and stone free, 
comfortable camp site awaited. Our usual feast of tea, soup, oatcakes, beanfeast 
noodles, cake, hot chocolate and chunky kit kats replenished the day.  After exchanging 
many stories of the day with fellow runners we were eventually told to be quiet and go to 
sleep by our less happy neighbours!   

Sunday dawned dry with cloud shrouding just the high tops. Off again in pursuit of a 
further 8 checkpoints. First the boggy but gentler slopes of Seatallen towards Bowderdale 
(where we saw Jos Naylor, out for a gentle run with his dogs), onto Low and Scoat Tarns, 
up Scoat Fell (into the mist) to Windy Gap then onto Pillar before sprint descending 
Modedale back to Wasdale Head. The finish was just over the pack horse bridge behind 
the pub. Most runners delighted in an immediate wash and ideal cool muscle therapy in 
the inviting river.  

 

 

 

 

 

Helsby Chris Baynham-Hughes was out with Chester Tri’s Martin Wilcock to secure 10th 
place (out of 13 starters) in the Scafell category. 
Andy Robinson with his partner Christopher Vardy ran a brilliant 11th (out of 119 starters) 
in Carrock Fell category.  
Jackie and Jane were 53rd (out of 103 starters and 3rd female team out of 11 starters) in 
Kirkfell category.  
 
10th Chris Baynham-Hughes & Martin Wilcock 15.42.16 (Scafell) 
11th Andy Robinson & Christopher Vardy  10.05.04 (Carrock Fell) 
53rd Jackie Keasley & Jane Ashbrook   12.36.01 (Kirkfell) 
 
Another very memorable weekends running!  
 
Jackie 
 
Top Mountain Marathon Tips  
1) Take Janes homemade flapjack which contains all the things you need, peanut butter, 

chocolate chips, rice crispies & new for next year ginger nuts. 
2) Allow your partner to carry some of your share of the load, it makes for a faster run, 

thanks for volunteering Jane! 
 
 


